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We report on the fabrication of all-in-fiber capacitors with poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) as the

dielectric material. Electrodes made of conductive polymer are separated by a PVDF thin film

within a polycarbonate casing that is thermally drawn into multiple meters of light-weight, readily

functional fiber. Capacitive response up to 20 kHz is measured and losses at higher-frequencies are

accounted for in a materials-based model. A multilayered architecture in which a folded PVDF

film separates interdigitated electrodes over an increased area is fabricated. This structure greatly

enhances the capacitance, which scales linearly with the fiber length and is unaffected by fiber

dimension fluctuations. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4802783]

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) is a synthetic polymer

used in a wide variety of applications,1 ranging from ultra-

sound transducers2 to lithium ion batteries,3 thermal sen-

sors,4 outdoor paints,5 and western blots.6 In particular, it is

an attractive dielectric material for polymer film capacitors

because of its relatively high dielectric constant and

strength7 as well as its potential as matrix for high-

permittivity nanocomposite polymers.8 Such capacitors can

achieve high energy densities9 as well as high strain sensitiv-

ity,10 and the mechanical flexibility of PVDF in these devi-

ces presents a great potential for mobile, wearable sensors as

well as electrolyte-free energy storage solutions. Yet,

although these applications ideally span large areas, the flex-

ibility of PVDF has thus far been exploited in small devices

only.11 The preform-to-fiber thermal-drawing process offers

a scalable path to the generation of very large area devices,12

and recent developments in multi-material fiber fabrication

have led to the inclusion of PVDF-based copolymers in

piezoelectric fibers for acoustic transduction and optical

modulation.13,14 This opens the way to thermal-drawing of

high-permittivity polymer fiber capacitors that are flexible

and light-weight. Previous results on polymer fiber capaci-

tors have been reported,15 but the low permittivity of the

polyethylene used limits the capacitance per unit volume of

dielectric and the fibers lack a well-integrated metallization

scheme. Here, we demonstrate the thermal drawing of a fully

functional fiber design containing the dielectric layer as well

as both metallic and viscous electrodes. We characterize the

frequency response of the impedance and account for the

observed capacitive behavior and its high-frequency limita-

tions in a materials-based model. A multilayered design

comprising a wider, folded PVDF film is then demonstrated

and is shown to greatly enhance the capacitance, which

scales linearly with the fiber length and is unaffected by pos-

sible dimension fluctuations during the draw process.

The simplest capacitor architecture involves two planar

parallel electrodes separated by an insulating material. In

that case, the capacitance is given by

C ¼ edA

t
; (1)

where ed is the absolute permittivity of the dielectric layer

and t its thickness, while A is the area over which the elec-

trodes are facing. Large capacitance is, therefore, obtained

by placing a thin film of high-permittivity material between

conductive domains over a wide surface. The thermal-draw

process, in which a macroscopic preform can yield kilo-

meters of axially invariant fiber, is well suited to achieve

such large areas. Remarkably, the process leaves the cross-

sectional aspect-ratio of all the fiber features unchanged.

We, therefore, see from Eq. (1) that for a given length of

fiber containing such a flat capacitor structure, the ratio A/t

should not depend on the fiber’s final dimensions. The capac-

itance per unit length is thus entirely set by the chosen

dielectric film thickness and width in the preform, allowing

the capacitance per unit volume—or per unit weight—of the

fiber to be greatly increased as it is drawn thinner.

Thanks to its high permittivity as a polymer—around 10

e0 at room temperature and 1 kHz (Ref. 16)—PVDF is a

good candidate to achieve high capacitance. However, the

choice of PVDF as dielectric material is a challenging one.
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Indeed, while most polymers routinely used in fiber drawing

have high glass-transition temperature and a viscosity that

continuously decreases with increased temperature,12 PVDF,

a semi-crystalline polymer, melts at a temperature between

158 �C and 197 �C.17 Such a material is traditionally chal-

lenging to draw as a thin layer within a fiber, since large-as-

pect-ratio, low-viscosity elements are subject to capillary

instabilities due to surface tension and can ultimately break-

up into smaller elements.18 Drawing of a thin layer of PVDF

thus necessitates its confinement within boundaries that

remain viscous enough during the draw process. In a capaci-

tor, these boundaries are the electrodes, which must, there-

fore, be both viscous and conductive. Commonly employed

crystalline metals are thus unsuitable, and we instead use a

composite polymer loaded with carbon particles, Conductive

Polyethylene (CPE). Its viscosity enables the drawing of

large aspect ratio electrodes that can confine the liquefied

PVDF.13 Figs. 1(a)–1(d) depict the process of fabrication of

a flat capacitor fiber by scaling down of a macroscopic pre-

form using thermal drawing. Initially, a 5 mm-thick bar of

polycarbonate (McMaster) is milled to the proper shape and

a strip of Bi58Sn42 (eutectic alloy, Indium Corporation) is

inserted in it. A 400 lm-thick CPE sheet (Measurement

Specialities) is then wrapped around the rounded edge of the

bar and the whole operation is repeated a second time. These

two identically prepared elements are then stacked around a

300 lm thick PVDF layer (AJEDIUM Film Group, Solef

10.0) and the structure is consolidated under vacuum at

�185 �C. The obtained preform (38 mm wide, 11 mm thick,

and 200 mm long) is then thermally drawn at �230 �C into

tens of meters of flexible fiber. The optical micrograph in

Fig. 1(e) depicts the key elements of the fiber cross section:

the flat central capacitor structure, the wrapped CPE layers

allowing easy electrical connection from the outside and the

integrated metallic bus, added to ensure good electrical con-

duction along potentially extended fiber lengths. Indeed, the

conductivity of CPE (1–10 S m�1),14 while well-suited for

conduction within the millimetric fiber cross-section, is not

sufficient to ensure a uniform electric potential along meters

of fiber.19 While this effect can be exploited in some

cases,19,20 here it would preclude long fibers from behaving

as capacitors (see supplementary Fig. 1).27

The fiber capacitive behavior can be demonstrated from

the variations of the fiber complex impedance Z with f, the

ac frequency of the applied voltage. Using a Hioki 3532-50

LCR HiTester impedance analyzer directly connected to the

fiber sides, we record these variations over the [42 Hz; 5

MHz] range. Fig. 2(a) depicts both the measured modulus jZj
and phase u of Z as f varies. For an ideal capacitor, jZj would

be inversely proportional to f, and u, the phase shift between

voltage and current, equal to �90� at all frequencies. In prac-

tice, however, capacitors depart from this ideal behavior

FIG. 1. Fiber fabrication. (a)–(d) Fabrication process flow. (e) Optical

micrograph of the fiber cross-section: The central PVDF layer is flanked by

two layers of CPE (dark gray), wrapped around the surrounding PC (light

gray) bars to cover the fiber sides (top and bottom). The Bi58Sn42 wire is

shown in white. Scale bar in (e) is 200 lm.

FIG. 2. Fiber frequency response and materials-based model. (a) Frequency

response of the impedance of a 2.4 cm flat capacitor fiber sample. Black

squares represent the measured complex impedance modulus (left axis) and

blue triangles its phase (right axis). Black and blue lines are resp. the mod-

eled behavior of |Z| and u using the model shown in (b) and the polynomial

functions obtained from (c). (b) Schematic model of a fiber connected to an

impedance analyzer. (c) Frequency dependence of epvdf of a 300 lm-thick

film before thermal draw. Black squares represent the measured real part

(left axis) and blue triangles the measured imaginary part (right axis). Solid

black and blue lines are 4th order polynomial approximations of these data.
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because of their internal series resistance, which prevents jZj
from dropping indefinitely with f and reduces u, and because

of current leakage through the dielectric material, which also

impacts u. The quality of the capacitor can be estimated by

the dissipation factor DF, defined as21

DF ¼ tanðuþ 90�Þ: (2)

We see in Fig. 2(a) that DF reaches 10% (for u¼ 84�) at

20 kHz and 50% (for u¼ 63�) around 100 kHz, beyond which

jZj plateaus and u drops significantly, setting the upper limit

on the frequency of operation of the fiber as a capacitor.

In order to properly identify the origin of these limita-

tions of the capacitor performances, we construct a model for

Z that takes the different materials’ behaviors into account.

Thanks to the conductive Bi58Sn42 elements, the fiber

behaves like a simple series circuit as depicted schematically

in Fig. 2(b), in which Z is modeled as the sum of the impedan-

ces of the different parts of the system: ZCPE for the polymer

electrodes, ZPVDF for the PVDF film, and a purely resistive

term Rcontact to take into account losses at the connection with

the setup. It has been reported that because of its composite

nature, the resistivity of CPE is stable at low frequency but

decreases above a critical frequency f0, whose value highly

depends on the polymer treatment.22 We take this into

account by modeling the ZCPE(f) in the following way:

ZCPEðf Þ ¼
RCPE

1þ j
f

f0

; (3)

where RCPE is the low frequency resistance of the electrode.

We have repeatedly witnessed this effect in fibers containing

CPE and, because the thermal-drawing process itself can

greatly impact the value of f0, we take it as a parameter in

this model. The impedance of the PVDF layer is calculated

using Eq. (1)

ZPVDFðf Þ ¼
1

j
Aepvdf

t
2pf

; (4)

where A, t, and epvdf are, respectively, the surface area, thick-

ness, and dielectric permittivity of the PVDF film inside the

fiber. The overall impedance of the system is obtained by

summing its constituent parts

Zðf Þ ¼ 2Rcontact þ 2ZCPEðf Þ þ ZPVDFðf Þ: (5)

As seen in Eq. (4), epvdf is central in setting the capacitance

of the fiber device and its variations with the frequency f are

expected to impact the fiber response. We measure these var-

iations by gold-coating both sides of a 1 cm2 portion of a

300 lm-thick film of PVDF such as the one placed in the pre-

form, and using the same impedance analyzer as previously.

From the measured data and Eq. (4), we retrieve the varia-

tions of epvdf with f and show the obtained results in Fig. 2(c)

for e0 and e00, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of

epvdf, which are consistent with similar reported measure-

ments.16 Using MATLAB, the discrete data points obtained are

modeled by two fourth-order polynomial functions, shown in

solid lines on this same plot. Although these functions cap-

ture accurately the variations of e0 and e00 over the range of

frequencies of interest for the PVDF film used in the pre-

form, the drawing process is likely to alter epvdf as PVDF

melts and recrystallizes.16 In our model, we include this

effect by keeping e0 (1 kHz) and e00 (1 kHz) as parameters,

and variations of epvdf with f are assumed to follow the poly-

nomial functions obtained earlier, but scaled proportionally

to the change of PVDF permittivity at 1 kHz from the pre-

form to the fiber. The result of fitting (5) to the measured im-

pedance of the fiber sample is displayed in Fig. 2(a). The

quality of the fit is excellent for [Rcontact¼ 2.8 kX,

RCPE¼ 3.0 kX, f0¼ 10.5 MHz, e0 (1 kHz)¼ 12.7e0, and e00

(1 kHz)¼ 0.14e0], a set of values consistent with previously

reported results,14 which indicates a slight increase of the

permittivity of PVDF induced by the draw process itself.

This model shows that the plateau in jZj at high frequencies

can be lowered by arranging the geometry of the fiber in

order to reduce RCPE, so that the ultimate limitation in this

fiber is the increased dielectric loss e00 in PVDF above

100 kHz.

To increase the fiber capacitance, the dielectric constant

of the dielectric layer could be modified. Indeed, nanocom-

posite materials using PVDF or its co- or ter-polymers as ma-

trix, filled with various ceramic, metallic, or organic particles

are the center of an active area of research,8 and dielectric

constants in the hundreds have already been achieved.23–25

However, the fillers in such composites do not only impact

the permittivity but also the dielectric strength and, impor-

tantly, the mechanical properties of the polymer. Identifying

nanocomposite polymers with high permittivity and dielec-

tric strength that remain compatible with the thermal-

drawing process calls for a wide-scale study that is beyond

the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, other strategies can be

developed to enhance the fiber capacitance without replacing

the dielectric material. A thinner layer of PVDF can be used,

although its low viscosity during the draw makes thinning it

down below a few microns challenging. A more efficient

strategy consists in increasing the electrodes’ surface area

per unit length of fiber, by expanding the fraction of fiber

volume taken by the capacitive structure. In Fig. 3, we show

an evolved fiber design, in which the internal architecture of

the fiber is made of interdigitated CPE electrodes, separated

by a folded PVDF film. This structure is inspired from multi-

layered ceramic capacitors,26 as it yields large effective elec-

trode area per unit volume and can easily be reproduced with

polymer films. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the fabrication process

differs from the one shown in Fig. 1 only in the fact that a

multilayered structure is now placed between the prepared

PC bars instead of a single layer of PVDF. The rest of the

fiber fabrication process is identical, and a typical cross-

section of the obtained fiber is shown in Fig. 3(b) for a struc-

ture where the PVDF layer is folded 6 times. Fig. 3(c) shows

the tip of the CPE “fingers” and demonstrates that PVDF

maintains its structural integrity during the draw. With this

approach, fiber capacitors with much greater internal surface

area of electrode can be produced, and the active volume

inside the fiber is increased as well. To demonstrate the effi-

ciency of this strategy in enhancing the fiber capacitance,

three preforms with different architectures were fabricated
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and drawn into fibers. The first contained a single 300 lm-

thick PVDF film as depicted in Fig. 1, with CPE electrodes

facing over 18 mm in the preform cross-section. The second

one had a twice-folded 225 lm-thick PVDF film, separating

a width of 60 mm of CPE electrodes. The last was the one

depicted in Fig. 3, with a six-times-folded 300 lm-thick

PVDF film, spanning 126 mm in electrode width. Using Eq.

(1) and the in-fiber PVDF dielectric constant of 12.7 e0

obtained from the previous model at 1 kHz yields expected

capacitance per unit length values of, respectively,

6.7 nF m�1, 30 nF m�1, and 47 nF m�1 for these three fibers.

In Fig. 4, we display the measured capacitance of fiber sam-

ples as a function of their length for these three architectures.

The values obtained from the linear fit to the data points are,

respectively, 6 nF m�1, 32 nF m�1, and 49 nF m�1, in excel-

lent agreement with the predictions, which indicates limited

variations in the way PVDF crystallizes at the end of the

drawing process from one fiber to the next and a maintained

aspect ratio of the drawn PVDF film from preform to fiber.

Indeed, for each fiber, the tested samples had variable cross-

sectional dimensions, and these measurements validate the

independence of the linear capacitance on these fluctuations.

The result on Fig. 4 demonstrates the validity of the multilay-

ered approach in enhancing the fiber capacitance, as this

method can be scaled so as to increase even more the active

volume within the fiber.

In summary, we have demonstrated an all-in-fiber ca-

pacitor using PVDF as dielectric material. The low-loss

capacitive behavior up to 20 kHz of the device is established

and the high-frequency behavior is accounted for by the

materials’ properties. Using CPE, a viscous conductive mate-

rial for the electrodes, multilayered structures comprised

high aspect ratio films are drawn and it yields high capaci-

tance that scales linearly with the fiber length.
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